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Our concern is to consider an ecological system with Ivlev's functional response
1 y eya x of predator to prey. In addition to a, this system contains parameters r
and D, which represent the intrinsic rate of increase for the prey population and
the death rate for the predator population, respectively. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the uniqueness of limit cycles of the predator]prey system is
 .presented. This result gives the bifurcation curve in the a, D -plane. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a predator]prey system of the form
x s rx 1 y x y 1 y eya x y , .  .Ç
1.1 .
y s y 1 y eya x y D . . .Ç
 .Here x and y are the prey and the predator population or density ,
?respectively; s drdt; r, a, and D are positive parameters. This system is
said to have a functional response of Ivlev type. Many studies have been
 . made on the existence and the uniqueness of limit cycles of 1.1 see, e.g.,
w x.1, 2, 5, 6 .
Throughout this paper we assume that
D - 1 y eya . 1.2 .
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 .  .Then system 1.1 has the only critical point l, n in the first quadrant
 . 4x, y : x ) 0 and y ) 0 , where
1 r
l s y log 1 y D , n s l 1 y l . .  .
a D
 .  .If assumption 1.2 fails, then system 1.1 has no critical points, and
 .therefore no limit cycles of 1.1 exist. Hence, it is natural to discuss the
 .  .existence of limit cycles of 1.1 under the assumption 1.2 .
The purpose of this paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition
 .under which system 1.1 has exactly one limit cycle.
w xRecently, Kooij and Zegeling 3 presented the following result.
 .THEOREM A. System 1.1 has at most one limit cycle if a ) 2; if it exists
 .it is hyperbolic. If 0 - a F 2, then system 1.1 has no limit cycles.
 .From Theorem A we see that more than one limit cycle of 1.1 cannot
 .exist; there is no limit cycle of 1.1 if
0 - a F 2. 1.3 .
 .However, if a ) 2, then we cannot decide whether or not system 1.1 has
 .one limit cycle. The questions then arise: i Are there cases where system
 .  .1.1 has no limit cycles even if a ) 2? ii What kind of condition is
 .necessary for system 1.1 to have exactly one limit cycle?
A classical method of Bendixson gives an affirmative answer to question
 .i . Bendixson's criterion shows that
r 1 y 2 x y D q 1 y eya x - 0 for x ) 0 1.4 .  .
 .  .implies system 1.1 has no limit cycles. In case a F 2 r, condition 1.4 is
 .satisfied if and only if r F D. In case a ) 2 r, condition 1.4 is equivalent
to
2 2 r 2 r
r 1 q log y D q 1 y - 0. 1.5 . /a a a
 .Because of 1.2 , in the former case, r F D yields that a - 2. Hence,
 .condition 1.3 is better than r F D. However, there exists no inclusion
 .  .relation between conditions 1.3 and 1.5 in the latter case. In fact, if r
1 1s , a s 2, and D s , then2 2
1 1 1 1
1 q log y q 1 y ) 0; /2 2 2 2
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1 9if r s , a s 3, and D s , then2 10
1 2 1 9 1
1 q log y q 1 y - 0. /2 3 3 10 3
Unfortunately, Bendixson's method does not give any information on
 .  .question ii . To answer question ii , we must seek a nice condition whose
 .  .negation contains 1.3 and 1.5 .
w xSugie et al. 8 investigated the predator]prey system of Holling type
x x p y
x s rx 1 y y ,Ç p /k b q x
1.6 .
m x p
y s y y D ,Ç p /b q x
where all the parameters are positive real numbers, and showed that
p bD
pD y p y 2 m - pD y p y 1 m k 1.7 .  .  . .  .(m y D
 .is necessary and sufficient for the uniqueness of limit cycles of 1.6 under
 .a certain condition on p. Judging from 1.7 , we can expect that our
desired condition is expressed by two parameters a and D. As a matter of
the fact, the main result is stated in the following.
THEOREM 1.1. If
2 D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .
a ) y log 1 y D , 1.8 .  .
D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .
 .  .then system 1.1 has a unique stable limit cycle; otherwise, system 1.1 has
no limit cycles.
Â2. TRANSFORMATION INTO A LIENARD SYSTEM
Changing variables
u s x y l, ¨ s log y y log n , dt s eya x y 1 dt , .
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 .we can transform system 1.1 into the system
du




s yg u , .
dt
where
r u q l 1 y u y l .  .
F u s y n . ya u1 y 1 y D e .
and
D
g u s 1 y . . ya u1 y 1 y D e .
 .  .The functions F u and g u are defined for u ) yl. We get
u D Ddef ya uG u s g s ds s 1 y D u y log 1 y 1 y D e q log D. .  .  .  . .H a a0
 .  .In this section we will examine the properties of F u and G u . It is
clear that
F 0 s 0 and ug u ) 0 if u / 0, 2.2 .  .  .
F u ª y` and G u ª ` as u ª `. 2.3 .  .  .
By L'Hospital's rule, we have
r 1 y 2u y 2l r .
lim F u s lim y n s y n . 2.4 .  .ya ua 1 y D e auªyl uªyl  .
Also, taking account of the fact that 1 y D s eya l, we obtain
lim G u s `. 2.5 .  .
uªyl
For the sake of convenience, let
2log 1 y D . .
G D s y .
D q log 1 y D .
and
2 D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .
D D s y log 1 y D .  .
D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .
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for 0 - D - 1. Then we see that
2 - G D - D D for 0 - D - 1 2.6 .  .  .
 .  . and that both G D and D D are increasing with respect to D see Fig.
.1 . In fact, we have
g D log 1 y D .  . .
G 9 D s , . 21 y D D q log 1 y D .  . .
where
g D s 2 D q 2 log 1 y D y D log 1 y D . .  .  .
A simple calculation yields
1 D
g 9 D s 1 y y log 1 y D , g 0 D s y - 0. .  .  . 21 y D 1 y D .
 .FIG. 1. The a, D -plane.
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 .  .  .  .q qSince lim g D s lim g 9 D s 0, we get g 9 D - 0 and g DD ª 0 D ª 0
 .- 0 for 0 - D - 1. Hence, G 9 D ) 0 for 0 - D - 1. Using L'Hospital's
rule twice, we obtain
2 log 1 y D 2 .
lim G D s lim y s lim s 2. .
q q q /D 1 y DDª0 Dª0 Dª0
Similarly, we have
d D .
D9 D s y , . 2D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  . .
2 D22
d D s D log 1 y D y 2 D log 1 y D y , .  .  . .
1 y D
2 2 D2
d 9 D s log 1 y D y log 1 y D y , .  .  . . 21 y D 1 y D .
1
d 0 D s 2 1 y D D y 2 log 1 y D y 4D - 0, 4 .  .  .  .31 y D .
and
lim D D s 2. .
qDª0
 .  .  .  .q qSince lim d D s lim d 9 D s 0, we see d 9 D - 0 and d DD ª 0 D ª 0
 .- 0 for 0 - D - 1, and therefore D9 D ) 0 for 0 - D - 1.
 .LEMMA 2.1. F u has the following properties:
 .  .a if 0 - a F 2, then F u is decreasing for u ) yl;
 .  .b if a ) 2, then there exists a u such that F u is increasing forÃ
yl - u - u and decreasing for u ) u;Ã Ã
 .  .  .c if 2 - a F D D , then u as gi¨ en in b is nonpositi¨ e;Ã
 .  .  .  .d if 2 - a F G D , then F u ) 0 for yl - u - 0 and F u - 0
for u ) 0.
 .Proof. Differentiate F u to obtain
r
F9 u s 1 y 2u y 2l . 2yau1 y 1 y D e . .
ya uy 1 y D e 1 y 2u y 2l q a u q l 1 y u y l . 4 .  .  .  .
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We here define
h u '1y2uy2ly 1yD eya u 1y2uy2l qa uql 1yuyl 4 .  .  .  .  .
for u g R. Then
2yau 2 2h9 u s y2 q 1 y D e 2 q a u q l y a u q l , .  .  .  . 4
2yau 2 3h0 u s 1 y D e a a y 2 y a a q 2 u q l q a u q l . .  .  .  .  .  . 4
Hence, we have
h yl s 0 and h u ª ` as u ª `, 2.7 .  .  .
h9 yl s 0 and h9 u ª y2 as u ª `. 2.8 .  .  .
Note that the discriminant of
22 3k u ' a a y 2 y a a q 2 u q l q a u q l .  .  .  .  .
is positive.
 .  .  .a 0 - a F 2: Since h0 yl s a a y 2 F 0, there exists a u# such
that
h0 u - 0 for yl - u - u#, h0 u# s 0, .  .
h0 u ) 0 for u ) u#. .
 .  .Taking 2.8 into account, we have h9 u - 0 for u ) yl. Hence,
h u - h yl s 0 for u ) yl. .  .
 .We therefore conclude that F u is decreasing.
 .  .b a ) 2: Since h0 yl ) 0, there exist two constants u* and u#
with u* - u# such that
h0 u ) 0 for yl - u - u*, h0 u* s 0, .  .
h0 u - 0 for u* - u - u#, h0 u# s 0, .  .
h0 u ) 0 for u ) u#. .
 .  .  .From 2.8 it follows that h9 u s 0 for some u g u*, u# and
h9 u ) 0 for yl - u - u , h9 u - 0 for u ) u. .  .
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 .Hence, by 2.7 , there exists a u ) u such thatÃ
h u ) 0 for yl - u - u , h u s 0, h u - 0 for u ) u. .  .  .Ã Ã Ã
 .  .  .Since the signs of F9 u and h u are the same, F u is increasing for
yl - u - u and is decreasing for u ) u.Ã Ã
 .  .c 2 - a F D D : We have
r
F9 0 s D 1 y 2l y 1 y D al 1 y l 4 .  .  .  .
D
r
s D a q 2 log 1 y D  . .
aD
q 1 y D log 1 y D a q log 1 y D 4 .  .  . .
r
s a D q 1 y D log 1 y D  .  . .
aD
q 2 D q 1 y D log 1 y D log 1 y D ,4 .  .  . .
 .  .  .which is nonpositive because a F D D and D q 1 y D log 1 y D ) 0
 .for 0 - D - 1. Suppose that u ) 0. Then the conclusion of b shows thatÃ
 .F9 0 ) 0. This is a contradiction.
 .  .  .d 2 - a F G D : The condition a F G D is equivalent to
r
y n G 0,
a
 .and therefore by 2.4 we have
lim F u G 0. 2.9 .  .
uªyl
 .  .As in the proof of c , we can show that u - 0. Hence, together with 2.2 ,Ã
 .  .  .2.9 , and the conclusion of b , we see that F u ) 0 for yl - u - 0 and
 .F u - 0 for u ) 0.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete.
 .Remark 2.1. The derivative of F u at u s 0 is nonpositive if and only
 .if a F D D .
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 .  .LEMMA 2.2. G yu ) G u for 0 - u - l.
Proof. Define
D 1 y 1 y D eau .
K u ' G yu y G u s y2 1 y D u y log .  .  .  . ya ua 1 y 1 y D e .
for 0 - u - l. Then we have
D 1 y 1 y D eya u d 1 y 1 y D eau .  . .
K 9 u s y2 1 y D y .  . au yau /a 1 y 1 y D e du 1 y 1 y D e .  . .
eau q eya u y 2 1 y D .
s y2 1 y D q D 1 y D .  . au yau1 y 1 y D e 1 y 1 y D e .  . .  .
1 y D 2 y D eau q eya u y 2 .  .  .
s ) 0.au yau1 y 1 y D e 1 y 1 y D e .  . .  .
 .qHence, taking notice that lim K u s 0, we getuª 0
K u ) 0 for 0 - u - l. .
This completes the proof.
3. ABSENCE OF LIMIT CYCLES
 .In this section we will show that condition 1.8 is necessary for system
 .1.1 to have limit cycles. To this end, we prove the following results.
THEOREM 3.1. If
a F G D 3.1 .  .
 .is satisfied, then system 1.1 has no limit cycles.
THEOREM 3.2. If
G D - a F D D .  .
 .is satisfied, then system 1.1 has no limit cycles.
We can easily prove Theorem 3.1 by means of Lemma 2.1 and the
w xfollowing result which is a simple modification of Theorem 3.1 in 7 .
THEOREM B. Suppose that
F Gy1 yw / F Gy1 w for all w ) 0, 3.2 .  .  . .  .
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y1 .  .  .where G w is the in¨erse function of w s G u sgn u. Then system 1.1
has no limit cycles.
 .  .  . y1 .From 2.2 , 2.3 , and 2.5 it turns out that G w is increasing and
y1 . y1 .greater than yl for w g R; G 0 s 0; G w ª ` as w ª `.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Note that
yl - Gy1 yw - 0 - Gy1 w for w ) 0. .  .
 .  .Lemma 2.1 a and d show that
uF u - 0 for u ) yl and u / 0 .
 .if 3.1 holds. Hence, we have
F Gy1 yw ) 0 ) F Gy1 w for w ) 0, .  . .  .
 .and therefore, by Theorem B, system 1.1 has no limit cycles. This
completes the proof.
 .  .In case a ) G D , it is difficult to check 3.2 directly. To prove
Theorem 3.2, we prepare some lemmas.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that a ) G D . If
F yu ) F u for 0 - u - l, 3.3 .  .  .
 .then system 1.1 has no limit cycles.
 .Proof. By virtue of Theorem B, it suffices to show that condition 3.2
is satisfied. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a
w ) 0 such that0
F Gy1 yw s F Gy1 w . .  . .  .0 0
y1 . y1 .Let a s yG yw and b s G w . Then we have0 0
def
r s F ya s F b , 3.4 .  .  .
G ya s w s G b . 3.5 .  .  .0
 .  .  .By 2.6 and Lemma 2.1 b , there exists a u such that F u is increasingÃ
 .for yl - u - u and decreasing for u ) u. It follows from 3.3 thatÃ Ã
 .  .F9 0 F 0. Hence, by Remark 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 c , the value u isÃ
 .nonpositive. Since F u has the only maximum value at u s u, we con-Ã
clude that
yl - ya - u F 0 - b .Ã
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 .  .By 2.4 and 3.4 we have
r
y n s lim F u - F ya s r . .  .
a uªyl
 .Also, by 3.3 we get
r
F l F y n . .
a
 .  .Thus, F l - r s F b . This yields
b - l. 3.6 .
 .  .From Lemma 2.2, 3.5 , and 3.6 we have
G yb ) G b s G ya . .  .  .
 .Since G u is decreasing for u - 0, it follows that yb - ya . Hence,
 .together with 3.4 , we obtain
F yb - F ya s F b . .  .  .
 .  .On the other hand, by 3.3 and 3.6 we have
F yb ) F b . .  .
This is a contradiction. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Now, we define
L u ' yu q l 1 q u y l 1 y 1 y D eya u .  .  .  . .
y u q l 1 y u y l 1 y 1 y D eau .  .  . .
s y2 1 y 2l u q 1 y D 1 y 2l u eau q eya u .  .  .  .
q 1 y D l 1 y l y u2 eau y eya u 4 .  .  .
for u g R. Then
rL u .
F yu y F u s 3.7 .  .  .au yau1 y 1 y D e 1 y 1 y D e .  . .  .
for 0 - u - l. It is clear that
1 y 1 y D eau 1 y 1 y D eya u ) 0 for 0 - u - l. .  . .  .
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 .  .Hence, if L u ) 0 for 0 - u - l, then condition 3.3 in Lemma 3.1 is
satisfied. We have
L9 u s y2 1 y 2l q 1 y D a 1 y 2l y 2 u eau y eya u 4 .  .  .  .  .
q 1 y D 1 y 2l q al 1 y l y au2 eau q eya u . 3.8 4 .  .  .  .  .
LEMMA 3.2. For n G 2,
nn. ny1 au yauL u s 1 y D a a 1 y 2l y 2n u e q y1 e 4 .  .  .  . .
qany2 an 1 y 2l y n n y 1 q a2l 1 y l  .  .  .
nq12 2 au yauya u e q y1 e . 3.94  .  . .
Proof. We prove the lemma by mathematical induction. Since
2 au yauL0 u s 1 y D a 1 y 2l y 2 a y 2 a u e q e 4 .  .  .  .
q a 1 y 2l y 2 q a 1 y 2l q a2l 1 y l  .  .  .
2 2 au yauya u e y e4  .
au yaus 1 y D a a 1 y 2l y 4 u e q e 4 .  .  .
2 2 2 au yauq 2 a 1 y 2l y 2 q a l 1 y l y a u e y e , 4 .  .  .
 .  .3.9 holds when n s 2. Suppose that 3.9 is satisfied with n s i. Then we
have
iq1 iq1. i au yauL u s 1 y D a a 1 y 2l y 2 i y 2 u e q y1 e 4 .  .  .  . .
iy1q 1 y D a a 1 y 2l y 2 i q ai 1 y 2l y i i y 1 4 .  .  .  .
iq22 2 2 au yauqa l 1 y l y a u e q y1 e .  . .
iq1i au yaus 1 y D a a 1 y 2l y 2 i q 1 u e q y1 e 4 .  .  .  . .
qaiy1 a i q 1 1 y 2l y i q 1 i q a2l 1 y l  .  .  .  .
iq22 2 au yauya u e q y1 e .4  . .
 .Hence, 3.9 is also satisfied with n s i q 1. This completes the proof.
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 .  .LEMMA 3.3. D D - 2 y 2 log 1 y D for 0 - D - 1.
Proof. Define
p D ' 2 1 y log 1 y D D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .  .  . .  .
q log 1 y D 2 D q 1 y D log 1 y D .  .  . .
2s 2 D q 2 1 y D log 1 y D y 1 y D log 1 y D .  .  .  . .
and obtain
2p9 D s log 1 y D ) 0 for 0 - D - 1. .  . .
Hence, we have
p D ) p 0 s 0 for 0 - D - 1. .  .
The result follows from this.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.4. V D - V D for 0 - D - 1, where V D s 0 andn nq1 1
2n n y 1 y 2n log 1 y D q log 1 y D .  .  . .
V D s , .n n y log 1 y D .
with n G 2.
Proof. For 0 - D - 1 we have
22 y 4 log 1 y D q log 1 y D .  . .
V D s ) 0 s V D .  .2 12 y log 1 y D .
and
2n y log 1 y D n q 1 n y 2 n q 1 log 1 y D q log 1 y D 4 .  .  .  .  . . 4
2y nq1y log 1yD n ny1 y2n log 1yD q log 1yD 4 .  .  .  . . 4
2s n q 1 n y 2n log 1 y D q log 1 y D ) 0. .  .  . .
 .  .Hence, V D - V D for 0 - D - 1.n nq1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since a ) G D , we can use Lemma 3.1. From
 .3.7 it is enough to show that
L u ) 0 for 0 - u - l. 3.10 .  .
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It is clear that
L 0 s L l s 0. 3.11 .  .  .
 .The condition a F D D is replaced by
D 1 y 2l y 1 y D al 1 y l F 0. .  .  .
 .Hence, by 3.8 we have
L9 0 s y2 1 y 2l q 2 1 y D 1 y 2l q al 1 y l 4 .  .  .  .  .
s y2 D 1 y 2l y 1 y D al 1 y l G 0. 3.12 4 .  .  .  .
Lemma 3.2 shows that
Ln. 0 s 0 3.13 .  .
if n is even and
Ln. 0 s 2 1 y D any2 an 1 y 2l y n n y 1 q a2l 1 y l 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .if n is odd and n / 1. From Lemma 3.3 it turns out that a F D D implies
a 1 y 2l y 2 - 0. 3.14 .  .
If n G 2 and
an 1 y 2l y n n y 1 q a2l 1 y l F 0, .  .  .
 .  .namely, a F V D , then by Lemma 3.2 and 3.14 we haven
Ln. u - 0 for u ) 0. .
 .  .From Lemma 3.4 we conclude that a ) V D implies a ) V D withn m
m s 1, 2, . . . , n.
Now, we suppose that
V D - a F V D .  .k kq1
for k any positive integer. Then we have
L i. 0 ) 0 3.15 .  .
kq1. . k . .if i is odd and 3 F i F k; and L u - 0 for u ) 0, that is, L u is
 .  .  .decreasing for u ) 0. By 3.12 , 3.13 , and 3.15 we see that no derivatives
 i. .L u with 1 F i F k are always positive for 0 - u - l. In fact, if there
 j. .exists an integer j with 1 F j F k such that L u ) 0 for 0 - u - l,
then
L jy1. u ) L jy1. 0 G 0 for 0 - u - l. .  .
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Repeating this procedure, we have
L9 u ) L9 0 G 0 for 0 - u - l, .  .
 .which is a contradiction to 3.11 .
There are three cases to consider.
 .  .  .Case i : k s 1. Note that a F V D implies a - D D , and therefore2
 .  .L9 0 ) 0 in this case. Since L9 u is decreasing for u ) 0, there exists a u1
with 0 - u - l such that1
L9 u ) 0 for 0 - u - u , L9 u s 0, .  .1 1
L9 u - 0 for u ) u . . 1
 .  .Hence, together with 3.11 , we get 3.10 .
 .  . k . .Case ii : k is odd and k / 1. By 3.15 and the fact that L u is
decreasing for u ) 0, we have
Lk . u ) 0 for 0 - u - u , Lk . u s 0, .  .k k
Lk . u - 0 for u ) u , . k
 .where 0 - u - l. From this and 3.13 it follows thatk
Lky1. u ) Lky1. 0 s 0 for 0 - u F u .  . k
ky1. .and L u is decreasing for u ) u . Hence, there exists a u withk ky1
ky1. .u - u - l such that L u s 0,k ky1 ky1
Lky1. u ) 0 for 0 - u - u , . ky1
Lky1. u - 0 for u ) u . . ky1
 .  .By 3.12 and 3.15 we have
Lky2. u ) Lky2. 0 G 0 for 0 - u F u .  . ky1
ky2. .and L u is decreasing for u ) u . Using the same argumentky1
repeatedly, we obtain
L9 u ) 0 for 0 - u - u , L9 u s 0, .  .1 1
L9 u - 0 for u ) u . . 1
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 .Hence, 3.10 is satisfied.
 .Case iii : k is even. We have
Lk . u - Lk . 0 s 0 for u ) 0, .  .
ky1. .that is, L u is decreasing for u ) 0. Hence, the remainder of the
 .  .proof is reduced to that of Cases i and ii .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.
Using Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have the following result which
is a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
COROLLARY 3.1. If
a F y2 log 1 y D 3.16 .  .
 .is satisfied, then system 1.1 has no limit cycles.
Proof. We have
1 yu q l 1 q u y l u q l 1 y u y l .  .  .  .
F yu y F u s y . 4 .  . au yaur 1 y 1 y D e 1 y 1 y D e .  .
It is clear that
0 - 1 y 1 y D eau - 1 y 1 y D eya u for 0 - u - l. .  .
 .By 3.16 we obtain
yu q l 1 q u y l y u q l 1 y u y l .  .  .  .
2
s 2 2l y 1 u s y 2 log 1 y D q a u G 0 .  . .
a
for u ) 0. Hence, we obtain
F yu ) F u for 0 - u - l. 3.17 .  .  .
 .  .In case a F G D , system 1.1 has no limit cycles by Theorem 3.1. We
 .  .consider the case that a ) G D . Then, by 3.17 and Lemma 3.1, system
 .1.1 has no limit cycles. The proof is complete.
 .  .Condition 3.16 bears a relation to condition 1.5 which is derived by
Bendixson's criterion. Consider the class of curves
2 2 r 2 r
r 1 q log y D q 1 y s 0 3.18 . /a a a
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 .on the a, D -plane, where r is a parameter. Then the curve a s y2 log
 .  .1 y D is an envelope of this class of curves. In fact, differentiating 3.18
with respect to the parameter r, we obtain
2 2 r
1 q log s 0.
a a
 .Substituting this equation into 3.18 and eliminating r, we have
a s y2 log 1 y D . .
 .  .We therefore conclude that 3.16 contains 1.5 .
4. UNIQUENESS OF LIMIT CYCLES
 .In this section we will show that condition 1.8 , namely,
a ) D D 4.1 .  .
 .is sufficient for system 1.1 to have a unique limit cycle. Recall that system
 .  .1.1 is equivalent to system 2.1 which is of Lienard type. Hence, if systemÂ
 .  .  .2.1 has a limit cycle, then system 1.1 also has a limit cycle. System 2.1
 . 4is defined on the domain D s u, ¨ : u ) yl and ¨ g R . Note that any
 .  .  .limit cycle of 2.1 is a closed curve surrounding the origin, u, ¨ s 0, 0 .
q .As a beginning, we introduce some notation. We write T P and
y .T P for the positive semitrajectory and the negative semitrajectory of
 . q y2.1 starting at a point P g D, respectively. Denote by Y and Y the
positive y-axis and the negative y-axis, respectively. For the sake of
convenience, we divide the domain D into two parts:
Dqs u , ¨ : u G 0 and ¨ g R , 4 .
Dys u , ¨ : yl - u - 0 and ¨ g R . 4 .
Consider the curve
r u q l 1 y u y l .  .def
¨ s C u s log , . ya un 1 y 1 y D e . .
which is defined for yl - u - 1 y l. Noticing
C u s log F u q n y log n , 4.2 .  .  . .
 .  .we see that C u has the following properties under assumption 4.1 :
 .There exists a u ) 0 such that C u is increasing for yl - u - u andÃ Ã
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 .decreasing for u ) u; C 0 s 0;Ã
r
lim C u s log s log Dal 1 y l ; 4.3 .  .  .
n auªyl
and
lim C u s y`. 4.4 .  .
uª1yl
 .  .  .If each positive negative semitrajectory of 2.1 meets the curve ¨ s C u ,
then it traverses the curve vertically.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Assume 4.1 . Then system 1.1 has exactly one stable
limit cycle.
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need three lemmas on the behavior of
 .  .trajectories of 2.1 . In Lemmas 4.1]4.3 below, we assume 4.1 .
q y .LEMMA 4.1. For e¨ery point P g Y , the negati¨ e semitrajectory T P
 . y yintersects the cur¨ e ¨ s C u in the domain D and then meets Y .
Proof. Suppose that there exists a point P g Yq such that the negative
y .  .semitrajectory T P does not intersect the curve ¨ s C u in the domain
y  . y .  .D . Let P s 0, p . Then we may regard T P as a solution ¨ u of
d¨ g u .
s y , 4.5 .¨du n e y 1 y F u .  .
 .  .with ¨ 0 s p. By assumption and 4.3 we have
D
log - C u - ¨ u - p for yl - u - 0. 4.6 .  .  .
al 1 y l .
 .As mentioned in Section 2, a ) D D implies
r
y n - F u - 0 for yl - u - 0. 4.7 .  .
a
 .Hence, together with 4.6 , we have
r
¨ u. ¨ 0.0 - n e y 1 y F u - n e y ' c .  .
a
for yl - u - 0, and therefore we get
g u g u .  .
¨ 9 u s y ) y . ¨ u. cn e y 1 y F u .  .
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 .by 4.5 . Integrating this inequality from 0 to u - 0, we obtain
1
¨ u y p - y G u . .  .
c
 .By 2.3 , the right-hand side tends to y` as u ª yl. However, the
 .left-hand side is finite by 4.6 . This is a contradiction. Thus, for every
q y .point P g Y , the negative semitrajectory T P crosses the curve ¨ s
 . yC u in the domain D .
y .  .Let Q be the point of intersection of T P and the curve ¨ s C u .
 .  .From 4.2 and 4.7 it follows that
C u - 0 for yl - u - 0. .
Hence, the point Q lies in the third quadrant. We therefore conclude that
y . yT P meets Y . This completes the proof.
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a point P g Yq such that the positi¨ e semitrajec-
q .  . qtory T P does not cross the cur¨ e ¨ s C u in the domain D .
Proof. Let Q be a point on the line u s 1 y l and consider the
q .positive semitrajectory T Q . Since
n e¨ y 1 ) yn ) F u .  .
 . 4in the region S s u, ¨ : u G 1 y l and ¨ g R , the positive semitrajec-
q .tory T Q runs from left to right, and therefore it stays in the region S.
 .  .On the other hand, by 4.4 , the curve ¨ s C u does not exist in the
q .  .region S. Thus, T Q does not cross the curve ¨ s C u .
y . y .We next consider the negative semitrajectory T Q . Since T Q has
no vertical asymptotes, it must intersect Yq. Let P be the intersecting
y . q  .point of T Q with Y . Because of the uniqueness of solutions of 2.1 ,
q . q .  .T P , as well as T Q , does not cross the curve ¨ s C u in the domain
Dq. The lemma is proved.
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let P s 0, p with p ) 0 sufficiently small. Then the posi-
q .ti¨ e semitrajectory T P approaches the origin as t increases or rotates
q  .around the origin and returns to Y at a point Q s 0, q with 0 - q - p.
 .Proof. From Remark 2.2 and the fact that F 0 s 0, we have
< <uF u ) 0 for u sufficiently small. 4.8 .  .
Take the function
V u , ¨ s H ¨ q G u , .  .  .
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 .  ¨ .  .  .where H ¨ s n e y ¨ y 1 . Then V u, ¨ is positive definite by 2.2 .
 .  .  .Also, by 2.3 , the curve V u, ¨ s H p is an oval surrounding the origin.
 .  .By 4.8 the derivative of V along a solution of 2.1 satisfies
Ç < <V u , ¨ s yg u F u - 0 for u sufficiently small. 4.9 .  .  .  .2.1.
q .This means that the positive semitrajectory T P remains in the bounded
 .  . qregion which is enclosed by the curve V u, ¨ s H p . Suppose that T
does not approach the origin as t ª `. Then, taking account of the vector
 . q .field of 2.1 , we see that T P rotates around the origin clockwise.
q . q  .Hence, T P returns to Y at a point Q s 0, q with q ) 0. It follows
 .from 4.9 that
H q s V 0, q - V 0, p s H p . .  .  .  .
 .Since H ¨ is increasing for ¨ ) 0, we have
q - p.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.2 we can find a point P g Yq such1
q .that the positive semitrajectory T P runs to infinity without intersecting1
 . y .the curve ¨ s C u . Consider the negative semitrajectory T P . Then,1
y . yby Lemma 4.1, we see that T P passes through the domain D and1
y  .crosses Y . Taking the vector field of 2.1 into account, we also see that
y . q y .T P meets Y afterward. Let P be the point of intersection of T P1 2 1
q y .and Y . Because of the uniqueness of solutions, T P does not cross1
q .T P . Hence, P lies below P . We denote by R the region which is1 2 1 1
q .enclosed by the arc P P of T P and the line segment P P .1 2 1 1 2
Let P be a point on Yq and in a neighborhood of the origin. Then it3
q .follows from Lemma 4.3 that the positive semitrajectory T P ap-3
proaches the origin as t ª ` or returns to Yq at a point P which is4
nearer the origin than P . In the former case, by Lemma 4.1 and the3
y . quniqueness of solutions, the negative semitrajectory T P returns to Y3
at a point P which lies above P . We denote by R the region which is5 3 2
y .enclosed by either the arc P P of T P and the line segment P P or3 5 3 3 5
q .the arc P P of T P and the line segment P P .3 4 3 3 4
The deformed annulus R _ R is a Poincare]Bendixson domain; inÂ1 2
q .other words, for each point P g R _ R the positive semitrajectory T P1 2
cannot stay in R _ R . Hence, by virtue of the Poincare]BendixsonÂ1 2
 .theorem, system 2.1 has at least one unstable limit cycle. An unstable
 .  .limit cycle of 2.1 corresponds to a stable limit cycle of 1.1 .
 .  .Since D D ) 2 for 0 - D - 1, Theorem A shows that system 1.1 has
 .at most one limit cycle under assumption 4.1 . We therefore conclude that
 .system 1.1 has exactly one stable limit cycle. This completes the proof.
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Our main result, that is, Theorem 1.1, is an immediate consequence of
 .Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1. Theorem 1.1 also shows that if a ) D D , then
 .  .the critical point l, n of 1.1 is unstable; otherwise, the critical point is
stable.
w xRemark 4.1. In 3, Remark 2.7 , Kooij and Zegeling mentioned that if
 .the critical point of 1.1 is unstable, then exactly one limit cycle exists; if
the critical point is stable, then no limit cycle exists.
Many authors have discussed the existence of a unique limit cycle of the
Gause-type predator]prey system
x s xr x y yf x , .  .Ç
4.10 .
y s y ys q c x , . .Ç
where s is a positive parameter; r, f, and c are sufficiently smooth
functions and satisfy
f 0 s c 0 s 0 and f9 x ) 0, c 9 x ) 0 for x ) 0. 4.11 .  .  .  .  .
w xFor instance, Kuang and Freedman 4 gave the following result.
 .THEOREM C. Assume 4.11 . If there exist constants x* and m with
0 - x* - m such that
c x* s s and x y m r x - 0 for x / m , 4.12 .  .  .  .
d xr x .
) 0, 4.13 . /dx f x . xsx*
d xr9 x q r x y xr x f9 x rf x .  .  .  .  .
F 0 for x / x*, /dx yn q c x .
4.14 .
 .then system 4.10 has exactly one limit cycle which is globally asymptotically
stable.
We will show that Theorem C is inapplicable to prove Theorem 4.1. To
 .be exact, condition 4.14 is not satisfied.
 .  .Comparing system 1.1 with system 4.10 , we get
s s D , r x s r 1 y x , f x s c x s 1 y eya x . .  .  .  .
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 .  .Hence, it is clear that condition 4.11 is satisfied. Condition 4.12 is also
satisfied with
x* s l and m s 1.
Moreover, we have
d xr x r . ya x ya xs 1 y 2 x 1 y e y ax 1 y x e , 4 .  .  .2ya x /dx f x . 1 y e .
and therefore
d xr x r .
s 1 y 2l D y al 1 y l 1 y D 4 .  .  .2 /dx f x D . xsl
r
s a q log 1 y D D q 1 y D log 1 y D 4  4 .  .  .2aD
qD log 1 y D .
) 0
 .  .by 4.1 . Thus, condition 4.13 holds.
 .  .However, condition 4.14 does not hold even if 4.1 is satisfied. In fact,
we obtain
d xr9 x qr x y xr x f9 x rf x rea x p x .  .  .  .  .  .
sy ,2a x /dx yD q c x . 1y 1 yD e . .
where
p x s 2 1 y a q a 4 y a x q a2 x 2 y 2 1 y a q 2 ax ea x 4 .  .  .  .
y 1 y D 2 y a q 2 ax ea x q 1 y D 2 y a q 2 ax e2 a x . .  .  .  .
 .Hence, condition 4.14 is equivalent to
p x ) 0 for x / l. 4.15 .  .
In case a s 3 and D s 0.1, we have
1
D 0.1 - 2.15, l s y log 0.9 / 0.1, .  .
3
p x s y4 q 3 x q 9 x 2 q 4.9 y 17.4 x e3 x y 0.9 y 5.4 x e6 x . .  .  .
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 .We can compute that p 0.1 is nearly equal to y0.0004. This means that
 .condition 4.15 is not satisfied.
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